Submission of thesis: amendments to various regulations relating to the requirement for students now to submit **at least three** or more bound copies of their thesis (to allow sufficient copies for the examining committee and supervisor).

**Credit requirements for taught postgraduate programmes**: amendments made to narrative within section BII ie amended regulations to read **at least 60 credits** and **at least 120 credits** (to ensure consistency with joint Heriot-Watt MSc in Photonics and SCQF).

Various sections: change in terminology from **discontinuation** to **termination of studies**.

Revised regulations under Examination sections relating to the requirement for students when submitting their thesis to now clearly indicate **whether third party has been utilised to correct written language**.

In section B (taught postgraduate section) amendments to **regulations to accommodate the new MLitt Master Mundus programme** in particular time period for completion of the programme; non-standard dissertation length and no exit point at Graduate Diploma level (section B: II,3; VIII,2; VIII,6,B).

**Degree of Doctor of Medicine (MD)**: revised regulations to more clearly reflect the two routes (by submission of evidence and by research).

Various amendments and conflations which don’t substantively alter content.
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